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Attention All ClickBank Affiliates... If You're Sick And Tired Of Your Sites Search Engine Rankings Being

Stuck On Lower Google Pages When You Can Easily Be Cashing Insane Amount Of Commissions On

Autopilot Traffic, You Need To Read This Letter Urgently... Advanced Techniques Reveal Fool-Proof

Results To Get Insane Google Ranking and Solid Online Traffic... And Beef Up Your ClickBank Checks

On Steroids! You've made a couple of websites to promote some products on ClickBank as an affiliate.

Maybe you haven't a single dime yet. Maybe you already saw some sales but it's going at the speed of a

leaking tap (where's the river gush?) ClickBank may have been around for more than a decade, but it's

certainly not like what it used to be. It used to be less stressful making money from ClickBank years ago.

Today, every time a new product launches on ClickBank, you can guarantee there will be thousands of

other affiliates flocking to promote it. When that happens, this eats into your share of the pie. You can no

longer just bid on Pay-Per-Click campaigns like Google Adwords, send traffic directly to the merchant's

site, and expect a windfall. Maybe that's true for Year 2003. But not anymore today. Which leads to

another point: even if you set up an affiliate site to collect leads before sending the prospect to the

merchant's site (which is a smart move) problem is Google changes its rules every now and then. That's
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how the term "Google Slap" came about. They need to regulate the PPC advertisers from just sending

people to squeeze pages. If you have friends who do PPC and complain about the "Google Slap"... now

you know why. If you are on a tight budget or have absolutely no clue how PPC works, all the more I think

you should stay away from this. Yes, you can get faster results but if you don't know what you're doing

you're just blowing your money away. What about Search Engine Optimization? Ranking your website

naturally for popular keywords related to your niche and the product you're promoting. But again, Page 1

on Google shows only 10 results. You have to have your website be at least among the top 10. And

you're not the only one who thinks of that! Introducing... Advanced CB Paycheck Secrets Advanced CB

Paycheck Secrets shows you how to become a backlinking ninja to top your affiliate sites on the No.1

position on Google, where most of the bulk of traffic are! Here's the breakdown in this course: Video 1 -

Why Backlinking is So Important Video 2 - Types of Backlinks Video 3 - Your Competition Analysis Spy

Tools Video 4 - Fast Indexation Tools Video 5 - RSS Feeds Video 6 - Social Bookmarks Video 7 - Blogs

and Forum Commenting Video 8 - Web 2.0 Sites Video 9 - Articles Video 10 - Profile Links Video 11 -

.Edu and .Gov Video 12 - The Link Building Plan and Keeping It Organized Video Formats: MP4 SWF
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